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We report on the influence of the interface corrugation in~113!-grown GaAs/AlAs superlattices on their
band-edge optical properties both in theory and experiment. We calculate the subband dispersions and the
optical anisotropies in a multibandk•p formalism. The dominating contribution to the optical anisotropies is
found to be due to the intrinsic properties of the valence-band structure. The corrugation modifies the density
of states only slightly, giving no evidence of a quantum-wire behavior. By comparing the calculation with the
experimental optical anisotropy, we can estimate the corrugation height to be at most 2 monolayers. The
experiments show that deviations from the regular corrugation lead to an anisotropic interface disorder. This
gives rise to an enhanced anisotropy of the band-edge states, which was so far attributed to the corrugation
itself. The luminescence of the localized type-I states at the band-edge show an enhanced optical anisotropy in
comparison to the luminescence of the extended states, revealing the anisotropic nature of their localization
sites. In type-II samples, deeply localized, isolated type-I states (G quantum boxes! dominate the luminescence
at short delays after pulsed excitation and at higher lattice temperatures or excitation densities, due to their
strong radiative decay compared to the type-II states. These quantum boxes are observed individually by high
spatial and spectral resolution.@S0163-1829~96!06039-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

A current topic of interest in semiconductor physics is the
investigation of semiconductor nanostructures, exhibiting a
reduction of the effective dimensionality of the dispersion of
the electronic states. This reduction results in a concentration
of the density of states at the band edge and in reduced
scattering in the remaining directions of free motion, which
is both of interest for optical and electrical devices such as
laser diodes and fast transistors.1–4 It can be achieved by
structural sizes in the nanometer range, resulting in an en-
ergy difference of the confined states larger than both the
thermal energy and the excitonic binding energy.

The fabrication of quasi-two-dimensional structures can
be achieved by the growth of thin films with near-monolayer
thickness control. The further reduction in dimensionality to
quantum wire structures is more complicated. The fabrica-
tion by lithographic methods is limited to an accuracy of
about ten nanometers, and thus gives rise to a strong inho-
mogeneous broadening of the electronic properties.5–7 There
are some methods to overcome this difficulty, e.g., by the
overgrowth of cleaved quantum-well structures8–11as well as
etchedV grooves on GaAs substrates.2,12 However, these
methods require involved processing.

A more direct way to obtain one-dimensional structures
would be the use of the self-organized facetting of high-
index surfaces, as proposed by No¨tzel et al.13 The ~113! sur-
face of GaAs was reported to show a spontaneous corruga-

tion along the@11̄0# direction with a period of 3.2 nm and a
height of 1.02 nm,14–16leading to the formation of quantum-
well wires during thin-film growth by molecular beam epi-
taxy ~MBE!. The instability of the flat~113! surface against
this corrugation was attributed to a difference in the surface
free energy.17

The actual height of the corrugation and even its presence
were controversially discussed in the recent literature. The
corrugated surface reconstruction is not observed in atomic
layer ~AL !-MBE ~Ref. 18! and under arsenic-rich
conditions.19 Raman experiments by Armelleset al.20 on
AL-MBE and MBE-grown samples only revealed a higher
degree of interface disorder in the MBE samples. On the
other hand, the observation of confined optical21 and
acoustical22 phonons experimentally verified the presence of
some interface corrugation with a period of 3.2 nm at the
superlattice heterointerfaces in samples grown by No¨tzel and
Ploog.

The corrugated structures show an enhanced exciton bind-
ing energy and hot exciton luminescence, which was attrib-
uted to the one-dimensional density of states.23 However,
these results can also be explained in terms of a strong exci-
ton localization24 in these superlattices~SL’s!. The corruga-
tion height of 6 monolayers~ML ! or 1.02 nm was estimated
from in situ reflection high-energy electron diffraction
~RHEED! on the surface. Results obtained by scanning tun-
neling microscopy~STM! ~Ref. 25! suggest a significantly
smaller corrugation height of about 2 ML. This surface re-
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construction, which is consistent with the electron counting
model,25,26 can lead to the reported13 RHEED signal, as was
shown by a kinematical simulation.27 Recently, da Silva
et al. also estimated the interface corrugation height to be
2 ML by the splitting of the confined optical phonons.28

A significant body of recent research work is devoted to
observe optical anisotropies in the photoluminescence~PL!,
the PL excitation ~PLE!,23,29 reflectance,30,31 photo-
reflectance,32 and the piezoreflectance20 of the ~113!-grown
SL’s. Such anisotropies are due to the valence-band structure
of GaAs, which leads to a dependence of the SL in-plane
dispersion33 and in-plane optical anisotropy34,35 on the
growth direction.

In this paper, we review our studies of the optical anisot-
ropy in the~113!-grown GaAs/AlAs SL system. We investi-
gate a series of SL’s with different layer thicknesses, grown
by molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!, showing the ~831!
reconstruction13,25 in in situ RHEED. We compare the po-
larization degree~PD! of the PL with the results of multi-
band k•p calculations of the electronic states and optical
transitions near the fundamental band gap. The corrugation
present in the samples is found to have only a minor influ-
ence on the optical anisotropy of transitions between ex-
tended states. Deviations from the strict periodicity of the
corrugation lead to the formation of anisotropically localized
electronic states, exhibiting an enhanced optical anisotropy.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we describe
the theoretical model for the calculation of the quantized
electronic states both in the conduction and valence bands as
well as the optical anisotropy of the interband transitions.
We show and discuss the numerical results for different
sample parameters. In Sec. III we compare the experimental
PD of the absorption, PLE, and PL spectra with the calcu-
lated PD, which allows us to estimate the corrugation height
present in the samples to be 2 ML at most. In Sec. IV we
show the existence of anisotropically localized band-edge
states and investigate their influence on the PL dynamics in
type-I and -II samples. In Sec. V we finally summarize the
results.

II. ELECTRONIC STATES AND OPTICAL TRANSITIONS

The electronic states in~113!-grown GaAs/AlAs SL’s
with atomically flat interfaces were theoretically investigated
previously both by multibandk•p calculations,36 tight-
binding methods,37,38and pseudopotential calculations.39 The
hole dispersions calculated in the six-bandk•p model have
been found to be in reasonable agreement with those deter-
mined by resonant tunneling experiments.40,41 The optical
anisotropy of the transitions from the highest valence sub-
bands to the lowest conduction subband, determined by re-
flection experiments, have been found to be in agreement or
somewhat larger than predicted from the calculations em-
ploying flat interfaces.20,30,32,42

The question of how optical anisotropies in the SL’s are
changed by the 6-ML antiphase interface corrugation~APC!
proposed by No¨tzel et al.,13 and a comparison with the ex-
perimental results, has not been addressed in depth until
now, to our knowledge. Previous results published for the
corrugated SL’s can be summarized as follows.

The energies of the zone-center conduction-band states

under the presence of 6-ML APC were calculated by Jouanin
and Pertho,43 who found a small change of the type-I to
type-II transition period length. The conduction-band states
were treated by Kiselev and Ro¨ssler using an effective-mass
approach44. They found a blueshift of the first subband, and a
slightly anisotropic in-plane dispersion of about 10%, lead-
ing to a minor increase of the excitonic binding energy. This
is in agreement with the results of Langbein,45 showing that
the corrugation-induced potential is not able to confine the
carriers within a period of 3.2 nm, which would involve a
kinetic energy of about 100 meV for the heavy hole and 400
meV for the electron. The valence-band states and the dis-
persions in SL’s with 6-ML APC were calculated by Li and
Xia46 using a four-bandk•p model. Their calculated optical
anisotropies were only approximate due to the neglection of
the split-off hole.35 The calculated excitonic binding energy
in the corrugated SL’s~Ref. 47! was found to be enhanced
by up to 100%. This finding was claimed to be the reason for
the redshift of the PL of the~113!-grown SL’s compared to
the ~001!-grown ones. The optical anisotropy measured by
reflectance difference spectroscopy was a factor of 3 lower
than calculated for 6-ML APC using a tight-binding
calculation,31 giving evidence for a smaller corrugation
height present at the interfaces.

A. Theoretical model

In this paper, both the interface corrugation and the
valence-band structure including the split-off band are taken
into account, which is necessary for a good description of the
influence of the corrugation on the optical anisotropy of the
SL’s. Excitonic effects48,49 are neglected, because they do
not influence the optical anisotropy of the subband transi-
tions in this case. This is due to the small exciton binding
energy23,47,50–52in comparison with the subband separations.

The schematic structure of the considered interface corru-
gation and directions are given in Fig. 1. In the calculations,

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the directions and the con-
sidered corrugations of the SL structure.~a! Antiphase corrugation
~b! In-phase corrugation.
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the corrugation height was varied between 0 and 6 ML, and
the relative phase of the corrugation at the GaAs/AlAs and
AlAs/GaAs interfaces was chosen to be either antiphase@Fig.
1a# or in-phase@Fig. 1~b!#.

To calculate the electronic subbands, we start with the
determination of the subband wave functionsFn at the zone
center (G) in an effective-mass approach. We discretize one
period of the structure in real space toNx3Ny points in the
directionsx[@113# andy[@11̄0#, where the numbersNx,y
are powers of 2.

In the following, we describe the calculation for one-
dimensional superlattices in the z direction, for simplicity.
The expansion to the two-dimensional case is straightfor-
ward.

As an ansatz for theFn, we use the Fourier components
(cos,sin)@(2pnz /Lz)z# with nz50,1, . . .Nz/2, excluding the
sine components of the lowest and highest momenta, which
vanish on the grid in real space. This leads to the eigenvalue
equation

~1!

with the superlattice periodLz , the effective massmz(z),
and the eigenenergiesEn for the eigenvectors (cn,sn).

To determine the conduction subband dispersion around
theG point, we use theM z510 . . . 100energetically lowest
eigenstatesFn(z) of Eq. ~1! as ansatz states for the eigen-
statesCn(kW ,z) with the quasimomentum\kWÞ0 in the

conduction-band Hamiltonian,

~2!

The eigenvectorsan,k
W
define the eigenstatesCn(kW ,z),

which are the envelope functions of thenth conduction sub-
band with the quasimomentum\kW .

To determine the valence subband states, we start with
Eq. ~1!, using the mean effective mass 1/mz(z)5g1(z) of the
valence bands and the potentialV(z) of the heavy-hole band.
We use the resulting eigenstatesFn(z) as ansatz states for
the periodic part of the envelope functions of the six spin-
orbit-coupled componentsum& of the valence band,53,54

~3!

The eigenvectorsgn,k
W
then describe the valence subband

wave functions in theF(z) basis. The kinetic operators
Tm,m8(z) and the potentialVm

h (z) are given by the Luttinger
HamiltonianHlutt ~Ref. 54!:

Hlutt5EG8
~z!21

P1Q L M 0
i

A2
L 2 iA2M

L† P2Q 0 M 2 iA2Q iA3

2
L

M† 0 P2Q 2L iA3

2
L† 2 iA2Q

0 M† 2L† P1Q 2 iA2M† 2
i

A2
L†

2
i

A2
L† iA2Q iA3

2
L iA2M P1D~z! 0

iA2M†
2 iA3

2
L† iA2Q

i

A2
L 0 P1D~z!

2 , ~4!
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which is written here in the spin-orbit-coupled basis
um&5uJ,Jz&, which can also be expressed in the Luttinger-
Kohn G15 zone-centerp statesuX&, uY&, and uZ&, and the
spin-12 spinorsu↑&, u↓&:

U 32 ,1 3

2 L 5
1

A2
~ uX&1 i uY&)u↑&,

U 32 ,1 1

2 L 5
i

A6
@~ uX&1 i uY&)u↓&22uZ&u↑&],

U 32 ,2 1

2 L 5
1

A6
@~ uX&2 i uY&)u↑&22uZ&u↓&],

U 32 ,2 3

2 L 5
i

A2
~ uX&2 i uY&)u↓&,

U 12 ,1 1

2 L 5
1

A3
@~ uX&1 i uY&)u↓&1uZ&u↑&],

U 12 ,2 1

2 L 5
i

A3
@~2uX&1 i uY&)↑&1uZ&u↓&]. ~5!

Hereby, we used the abbreviations

P5
\2

2m0
g1k

2,

Q5
\2

2m0
g2~kx

21ky
222kz

2!,

L52 iA3
\2

2m0
g3~kx2 iky!kz ,

M5A3
\2

2m0
@g2~kx

22ky
2!22ig3kxky#,

g1 ,g2 ,g3 : Luttinger parameter,

D5EG8
2EG7

: spin-orbit splitting.

In the kinetic operatorsTm,m8, we replace the quasimo-
mentum\kW by the corresponding operator2 i\]W . To obtain
a Hermitian Hamiltonian even with spatially varying Lut-
tinger parametersg1,2,3(z), we symmetrize the operators in
the following way:35

P~z!]z→ 1
2 @]zP~z!1P~z!]z#, P~z!]z]z→]zP~z!]z . ~6!

P(z) represents inTm,m8, a combination of the Luttinger
parametersg1,2,3. This procedure is not unequivocal, as is
discussed, e.g., by Nojima.55 Diagonalizing this Hamiltonian
in the product basis of the envelope functions and the spin-
orbit-coupled Wannier states of the valence bandum&, e.g.,
solving Eq. ~3!, gives the subband wave functions
(mCm

n (kW ,z)um& for every subband staten and quasimomen-

tum \kW .
We now consider the optical transition matrix element

PeW between thel th G conduction subbandC l(kW ,z)u0,0&use&
and themth valence subband(mCm

m(kW ,z)um& for the light

polarizationeW . It can be written down using the representa-
tion of the spin-orbit coupled basisu m& 5 u J,Jz& in the un-

coupled basis (uX&, uY&, uZ&)ush&:

~7!

Here, Csh ,P
m are the coefficients relating the spin-orbit-

coupled basisum& to the uncoupled basisuP&ush&, as given in
Eq. ~5!. The momentum matrix elements
^Su]xuX&5^Su]yuY&5^Su]zuZ& are given in Ref. 56, and all
other combinations vanish.

In order to calculate the band-to-band absorption, we de-
termine the subband states and energies on an equidistant
grid of the quasimomentum\kW within the first mini-
Brillouin-zone of the superlattice. To determine the density
of states~DOS! in energy spaceD(E), we cut the energy
axis into equidistantDE segments. The same is done with
the quasimomentum space, in which the DOS is constant. By
adding the DOS of every cube in quasimomentum space to
the corresponding energy segment ofD(E), we obtain the
DOS in the energy space. In the@113# growth direction, we
can simplify this calculation only by the symmetry of the
dispersion due to Kramer’s degeneracy.

To obtain sufficient statistics, we divide the mini-
Brillouin-zone into millions of cubes. The corresponding
eigenenergies are obtained by a three-dimensional spline in-
terpolation between the calculated eigenenergies at the grid
points in the quasimomentum space, including the correct
boundary conditions at the zone center and the zone edge. To
obtain the combined DOS, we use the same procedure, but
we also interpolate the optical transition matrix elements for
the three polarization directions of light.

B. „13/10…, „8/8…, and „6/4… superlattices

We now present numerical results for three SL’s with
different GaAs/AlAs thicknesses of 3.7 nm/2.8 nm, 2.3 nm/
2.2 nm, and 1.7 nm/1.1 nm, corresponding to our samples
~13/10!, ~8/8!, and ~6/4!, respectively~Table I!. The sample
labels give the GaAs/AlAs thicknesses in~001! ML’s ~0.283
nm!. The GaAs/AlAs material parameters used in the calcu-
lations are listed in Table II. For each SL, we compare the
dispersions obtained for 0 and 6-ML APC to illustrate the
maximum impact of the interface corrugation on the subband
dispersions and interband transitions. The three samples cho-
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sen cover the range from a case nearly unaffected by the
corrugation~13/10! to a quantum–wire array structure~6/4!.

The subband dispersions of theG-point valence subbands
and theG- andXz-point conduction subbands in the~13/10!
SL are displayed in Fig. 2~a! for flat interfaces. Here the
lowest electronic states in adjacent GaAs layers are nearly
decoupled, as is evident from the flat dispersion along the
@113# direction (kz). The in-plane dispersions (ki) are given
for the quasimomentum directions@11̄0# and @332̄#, i.e.,
along and perpendicular to the direction of possible corruga-
tion. TheG1 subband dispersions in these two in-plane di-
rections are equal due to the isotropy of theG conduction-
band minimum in the applied approximation. TheXz
conduction-band minimum has an anisotropic effective mass,
which is large along the@001# direction, resulting in an
Xz1 subband dispersion that is steeper along the@11̄0# direc-
tion compared to the@332̄# direction. TheXx,y subbands are
not shown here because they are energetically above the
Xz1 subband, and are thus not important for the optical prop-
erties of the considered short-period SL’s. The valence sub-

bands hh1, lh1, and hh2 are a mixture of of heavy-hole,
light-hole, and split-off bands, but they are labeled after their
dominant part. The in-plane dispersions of these subbands
show an anticrossing behavior caused by the mixing of the
different valence bands. They additionally exhibit an in-
plane anisotropy between the directions@11̄0# and@332̄# due
to the intrinsic properties of GaAs and AlAs, i.e., the zinc-
blende symmetry. This anisotropy, present even in SL’s with
flat interfaces, is obviously not a consequence of an interface
corrugation.

Including a 6-ML APC, the subband dispersions
@Fig. 2~b!# show a backfolding of the Brillouin zone along

TABLE I. Sample structural parameters for the GaAs/AlAs SL
samples used in this paper. The labels are chosen to represent the
GaAs/AlAs thicknesses in@001# ML ~0.283 nm!. The given data are
the nominal~nom.!, the RHEED oscillation calibration~RHEED!,
and the high-resolution x ray characterization~x ray!.

Sample GaAs~nm! AlAs ~nm! Number of
name nom./RHEED/x ray nom./RHEED/x ray periods

~6/4! 1.70 / - / 1.75 1.13 / - / 1.11 50
~7/5! 3.34 / - / - 1.41 / - / - 50
~8/8! 2.26 / - / 2.3 2.26 / - / 2.2 180
~10/10! 2.83 / - / 3.0 2.83 / 2.8 140
~9/5! 2.55 / - / 2.6 1.41 / 1.4 180
~9/10! 2.55 / - / 2.6 2.83 / 2.8 180
~9/14! 2.55 / - / 2.5 3.96 / 4.0 180
~10/5! 2.83 / 2.96 / - 1.41 / 1.4 / - 50
~12/7! 3.34 / 3.5 / - 1.98 / 1.9 / - 50
~12/5! 3.34 / - / 3.05 1.41 / - / 1.81 50
~13/10a! 3.68 / 3.8 / - 2.83 / 2.8 / - 50
~13/10b! 3.68 / - / 3.4 2.83 / - / 2.6 100
~14/5! 3.96 / - / 3.8 1.41 / - / 1.3 50

TABLE II. Material parameters of GaAs and AlAs used in the
calculations~Ref. 69!.

Symbol Parameter Unit GaAs AlAs

Eg(G2G) direct gap ~eV! 1.519 3.1
Eg(G2X) indirect gap ~eV! 1.900 2.17
DEc /DEv band offset - 67/33
me G electron mass (m0) 0.067 0.15
mX

i X longitudinal mass (m0) 1.3 1.1
mX

' X transversal mass (m0) 0.23 0.19
g1 Luttinger - 7.1 3.76
g2 parameters - 2.02 0.90
g3 - 2.91 1.42
Dso spin-orbit splitting ~eV! 0.34 0.275

FIG. 2. Calculated subband states and dispersions of theG and
Xz conduction-band minima and of theG valence-band maximum
in a ~113!-grown ~13/10! SL. ~a! and~b! Subband dispersions in the
presence of 0 and 6-ML APC, respectively. The quasimomentum is
given relative to the considered band extremum. The in-plane dis-
persions (ki) are given in the directions@332̄# and @11̄0#, i.e., par-
allel and orthogonal to the corrugation.~c! Real-space distribution
of the squared envelope functions of the lowest subband states in
the presence of 6-ML APC. The contours are given on a linear scale
from 0 to 3.5, with the integral normalized to 1 within the displayed
unit cell. The GaAs/AlAs distribution is given in the leftmost con-
tour for comparison.
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the @11̄0# direction into a mini-Brillouin-zone, and the split-
ting of the dispersions at the corresponding zone edge and
zone center due to the periodic potential introduced by the
corrugation. This gives rise to an additional quantum number
for the states, indicating the number of nodes in the@11̄0#
direction. Due to the large period of the~13/10! SL, the
effect of the corrugation is small, and has only a minor in-
fluence on the dispersion. The hh1 effective mass is 0.21 in
the @11̄0# direction and 0.16 in the@332̄# direction, the same
as for 0-ML APC. The subband envelope functions@Fig.
2~c!# show the influence of the corrugation by their modula-
tion along the@11̄0# direction. The modulation is weak com-
pared to the modulation along the growth direction@113#,
and much smaller than necessary for a quantum wire behav-
ior.

The calculated absorptiona [hkl] and the PD
p5(a [332̄]2a [1 1̄0])/(a [332̄]1a [1 1̄0]) are shown in Fig. 3
for the principal light polarization directions@113#, @11̄0#,
and@332̄#. The polarization directions are established by the
growth direction in the flat structure, and are the same for the
flat as well as the corrugated structure due to the orientation
of the corrugation along one of the main polarization direc-
tions of the flat sample. The absorption consists of the
(G1-hh1!, (G1-lh1!, and (G1-hh2! transition. The (G1-hh1!
transition is only active for in-plane polarization, while the

(G1-lh1! transition is strongest for the polarization along the
growth direction. The (G1-hh2! transition is weak due to the
reduced wave function overlap integral. This holds for both
interface structures. The PD of the (G1-hh1! transition intrin-
sic to the@113# growth direction is enhanced by the 6-ML
APC, as is shown in the lowest graph of Fig. 3. The corru-
gation additionally leads to a small overall shift of the tran-
sitions to higher energies.

The corresponding results for the~8/8! SL are given in
Figs. 4 and 5. In this SL, the subband splitting is consider-
ably larger than in the~13/10! case, and the miniband dis-
persion along the growth direction reaches roughly 20 meV
for the lh1 andG1 subbands. This leads to a broadening of
the absorption structures at the subband edges~Fig. 5!. The
corrugation has a larger influence in this SL, shown by the
stronger splitting of the subband dispersions in the@11̄0#
direction at the edge of the mini-Brillouin-zone@Fig. 4~b!#.
The corrugation increases the effective mass of theG1 sub-
band in the@11̄0# direction by 3%, and that of the hh1 sub-
band by 18%. The subband envelope functions@Fig. 4~c!# are
more strongly modulated by the corrugation due to the
smaller period length.

The PD of the (G1-hh1! transition~Fig. 5! is stronger than
in the ~13/10! SL even in the absence of a corrugation due to
the stronger contribution of the split-off valence band to the
hh1 subband at the higher hh1 quantization energy in this
SL.57 The 6-ML APC nearly doubles this PD.

FIG. 3. Calculated absorptiona [hkl] in a ~113!-grown ~13/10!
GaAs/AlAs SL with 0- and 6-ML APC for the three principal light
polarizations, as indicated. The transitions are labeled. The lowest
section shows the corresponding absorption PD
p5(a [332̄]2a [1 1̄0])/(a [332̄]1a [1 1̄0]) for light propagating along
the growth direction@113#.

FIG. 4. As Fig. 2, but for a~8/8! SL.
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The impact of a 6-ML APC on the subband dispersions is
again stronger for the~6/4! SL, for which the calculated re-
sults are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The small period results in
a large miniband width especially for theG1 and lh1 sub-
bands@Fig. 6~a!#. Including 6-ML APC@Fig. 6~b!#, the mini-
band width along the@11̄0# direction becomes comparable to
the width in the@113# growth direction , revealing the quali-
tative change from a SL into a quantum-wire array. This is
especially evident for the hh1 subband, having a smaller
miniband width along the@11̄0# direction than along the
growth direction. The effective-mass enhancement in the
@11̄0# direction amounts to 20% for theG1 subband and to
530 % for the hh1 subband. The shape of the structure in real
space is nearly rhombic@Fig. 6c#, and the modulations of the
subband envelope functions are comparable in the growth
and the corrugation direction.

The absorption of the SL is governed by the (G1-hh1! and
(G1-lh1! transitions~Fig. 7!. The large miniband widths of
both transitions lead to a smooth onset of the subband ab-
sorption. The PD of the (G1-hh1! transition is strongly in-
creased by the corrugation from 0.17 to 0.75, and is thus
dominated by the corrugation effect. We therefore conclude
that a 6-ML APC leads to strong anisotropies of the elec-
tronic properties in the~6/4! SL, but a one-dimensional be-
havior of the density of states is not achieved due to the large
miniband widths.

C. Dependence on the period length

After the discussion of these three examples, we present
the calculated period length dependence of the subband en-

ergies and the optical anisotropy including the interface cor-
rugation. This dependence is displayed in Fig. 8 for the
G1, Xz1, and hh1 subband energies and the corresponding
transition energies for~001!- and ~113!-grown symmetric
SL’s with 0- and 6-ML APC.

Changing the growth direction from@001# to @113#, the
Xz1 quantization energy increases due to the deviation of the
quantization axis from the longitudinal direction of the
effective-mass ellipsoid. TheG1 subband energy remains un-
changed due to the isotropy of theG conduction-band mini-
mum. Together, this shifts theG-X crossing to smaller-
period lengths. The hh1 quantization energy is decreased due
to the higher mass in growth direction introduced by the
change in valence-band mixing.33 This results in a redshift of
the (G1-hh1! transition.

The transition-energy changes due to the interface corru-
gation@Fig. 8~d!# as a function of period length show a maxi-
mum. This can be understood by considering the influence of
a varying film thickness on the mean subband energy. Intro-
ducing a small relative variationDL of the layer thickness
L leads to a shiftD E of the mean energy proportional to the
second derivative of the subband energy E with respect to
L:

DE5
1

2

]2E

]L2
^DL2& with ^DL&50. ~8!

The effect of the corrugation is therefore most pronounced at
the maximum of the second derivative]2E/]L2 of the sub-

FIG. 5. As Fig. 3, but for a~8/8! SL.

FIG. 6. As Fig. 2, but for a~6/4! SL.
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band energies with respect to the period length. Using the
calculated energies@Fig. 8~c!#, we find the maximum at
about 5-nm period length due to the penetration of the enve-
lope functions into the barriers. The resulting shifts obtained
with Eq. ~8! @curves in Fig. 8~d!# are only in qualitative
agreement with the numerically calculated shift@symbols in
Fig. 8~d!#, especially for the light particles, e.g., theG1 sub-
band. This is because we have neglected the kinetic energy
in the corrugation direction@11̄0# that is necessary for the
wave functions to follow the corrugation. Taking this into
account, the wave functions only partly penetrate into the
wide regions of the structure, thereby minimizing the sum of
the kinetic energies in the@11̄0# direction and in the@113#
growth direction. This qualitative argument is illustrated by
the calculated envelope functions@Figs. 2~c!, 4~c!, and 6~c!#,
which do not extend fully into the wide regions of the struc-
ture.

The second prediction of Eq.~8! is the quadratic depen-
dence ofDE on the corrugation height. The numerical results
on the corrugation height dependence of the PD are shown in
Fig. 9 for the (G1-hh1! transition in a~8/8! SL. The nonzero
PD for flat interfaces is increased by the corrugation with the
expected quadratic behaviour. The in-phase corrugation
~IPC! has, as is also expected from intuition, less effect on
the PD than the APC. One should note that Eq.~8! predicts
no effect of an IPC and is thus limited to a qualitative de-
scription.

Let us now discuss the calculated PD’s of the lowest two
transitions (G1-hh1! and (G1-lh1! as function of the period
length for symmetric SL’s@Fig. 10~a!#. SL’s with flat inter-
faces~solid curve! show an increasing PD with decreasing

period length due to the increasing admixture of the split-off
valence band.35,58 This increase is, for period lengths larger
than 4 nm, nearly proportional to 1/L, as is shown in Fig.
10~b! for the (G1-hh1! transition. The 1/L2 dependence pre-
dicted by first-order perturbation theory for infinitely high
barriers57 is not applicable here due to the finite barrier
height, leading to a stronger admixture of the split-off hole.59

The corrugation leads to an enhancement of the PD which
is proportional to 1/L2 at large period lengths@dashed and
dotted lines in Fig. 10~b!#. Consequently, even 6-ML APC
has a significant influence on the PD only for period lengths
below 10 nm. Due to the quadratic dependence on the cor-
rugation height, a 3-ML APC has a significant influence only
for even smaller period lengths@dashed line in Fig. 10~a!#.

In summary, calculations show that the interface corruga-
tion leads to a significant change of the subband dispersions
and wave functions only for superlattices below a 10 nm
period length. For larger period lengths, the lateral confine-
ment is not strong enough to change the wave function on
the short lateral scale of the corrugation. For short-period
superlattices, the corrugation leads to an enhanced polariza-
tion anisotropy and to a larger effective mass along the cor-

FIG. 7. As Fig. 3, but for a~6/4! SL.

FIG. 8. Calculated energies in symmetric GaAs/AlAs SL’s de-
pending on the period length. The results for~001!-grown SL’s with
0-ML APC and for ~113!-grown SL’s for 0- and 6-ML APC are
shown.~a! G1 andXz1 conduction subbands;~b! hh1 and lh1 va-
lence subbands;~c! (G1-hh1! and (Xz1-hh1! transitions;~d! energy
change due to 6-ML APC. The lines in show the energy change
calculated with Eq.~8!. Dotted:D(G1-hh1!. Solid:D(Xz1-hh1!.
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rugation due to the modulation of the wave functions. How-
ever, a one-dimensional character of the density of states is
not achieved even for the smallest periods due to the cou-
pling of the wave functions through the barriers, leading to a
large miniband width.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE ANISOTROPY

The calculation of the optical anisotropy, described in
Sec. II, allows us to determine the corrugation height present

in the samples under investigation. They were grown in a
Meca MBE growth chamber at 600 °C simultaneously on
~001! and ~113! GaAs substrates, soldered side by side on a
molybdenum block. The structures of the samples are given
in Table I. The growth rate was 0.7mm/h for GaAs and
AlAs, and the As4/Ga flux ratio was about 5. The growth on
the ~113! plane was monitored by RHEED at 20 kV using
incidence angles around 1°. At each heterointerface, the
growth was interrupted for 60 s. During growth, the RHEED
pattern maintained the typical~831! reconstruction.

To determine the optical anisotropy of the (G1-hh1! tran-
sition experimentally, we have used three different methods,
namely transmission, PLE, and PL spectroscopy. The
samples were mounted in a helium bath cryostat to achieve
sample temperatures between 5 and 300 K.

For the transmission measurements, the GaAs substrate
was removed by selective etching. The white light source
was a tungsten lamp. The polarization was analyzed using a
combination of a Fresnel rhomb and a crystal polarizer in
front of the spectrometer. This avoids any influence of the
spectrometer polarization properties on the results.

In PLE measurements, we used the light from a xenon
high-pressure lamp dispersed by a 1-m single spectrometer
as excitation source. The PL was detected by a photomulti-
plier using a lock-in technique. In this case the crystal polar-
izer and the Fresnel rhomb were used to polarize the excita-
tion light. The intensity dependence of the PL efficiency of
the samples was measured separately and taken into account
to calculate the absorption anisotropy from the PLE data
~corrected PLE!.

In the PL measurements, the samples were excited by a
green He-Ne laser. The PL was dispersed by a single 27-cm
spectrometer and detected by an intensified diode array.

A. Absorption

Figure 11 shows the optical thicknessad and its PD of
the ~8/8! sample with a removed substrate at 5 K lattice
temperature. The optical thickness is calculated from the ex-
perimental transmission taking into account the reflection,
and is shown for@332̄# polarization together with the calcu-
lated optical thickness for flat interfaces@Fig. 11~a!#. The
calculation overestimates the transition energies by about 50
meV. Apart from that, there is a quantitative agreement,
keeping in mind the inhomogeneous broadening in the ex-
perimental data. The PD of the optical density@Fig. 11~b!# is
in agreement with the calculation for flat interfaces within
the experimental errors, whereas the calculation for 6-ML
APC deviates significantly. This shows that a 6 ML APC is
not expected to be present in this sample. As we saw in Sec.
II, the change of the PD depends quadratically on the corru-
gation height, thus a 2-ML APC is not excluded by this
result.

B. Photoluminescence excitation

The PL and corrected PLE of the~6/4! sample at 5 K is
displayed in Fig. 12~a!. The PLE is compared with the cal-
culated optical density for unpolarized light and 0-ML APC.
In this SL the miniband widths are large, leading to a smooth
absorption onset even in the calculated data. The PLE shows
a strong inhomogeneous broadening due to the small SL pe-
riod length. The PL is dominated by the (Xz1-hh1! transition

FIG. 9. Calculated PD of the (G1-hh1! transition in a~113!-
grown~8/8! SL depending on the corrugation height. The results for
APC ~squares! and IPC~triangles! are shown.

FIG. 10. ~a! Calculated PD of the (G1-hh1! and (G1-lh1! tran-
sitions in symmetric~113!-grown SL’s as a function of period
length for 0-ML ~solid!, 3 ML ~dashed! , and 6-ML ~dotted! APC.
~b! PD of the (G1-hh1! transition on a reciprocal period length
scale.
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and the corresponding phonon replica. The PD determined
from PL and corrected PLE are compared in Fig. 12~b! with
the calculated PD for 0 and 6-ML APC. Again, the calcula-
tion for 0-ML APC is in agreement with the experimental
data, while the results for 6-ML APC strongly deviate. The

PD of the (Xz1-hh1! PL is equal to the PD of the PLE,
involving the (G1-hh1! transition. This is in agreement with
the theoretical expectation, as both transitions involve the
same valence-band states.

C. Photoluminescence

The PL and its PD of several SL samples with different
layer thicknesses are shown in Fig. 13 together with calcu-
lated PD’s for 0- and 6-ML APC. Due to the low lattice
temperature of 5 K and an excitation density of 10 mW/
cm2, the PL is expected to originate from localized excitonic
states at the band edges. In the type-II SL’s~upper row in
Fig. 13!, the PL is dominated by the zero-phonon and
phonon-assisted (Xz1-hh1! transitions. The zero-phonon
transition is stronger than the phonon-assisted transitions, in
spite of the fact that, for the~113! growth, the SL potential
does not lead to a coupling between theXz1 and G1
subbands,39 as for the~001! growth.60 The interface disorder,
which is responsible for the zero-phonon transition here, is
thus expected to be stronger than in the~001!-grown
samples. The latter show dominant phonon-assisted PL of
the (Xx,y1-hh1! transition, which is, similarly, mediated only
by the interface disorder.61,62The stronger interface disorder
in the ~113!-grown samples is also in agreement with their
larger inhomogeneous width compared to equivalent~001!-
grown samples.45,13,23

We first concentrate on the pure type-II samples in the
upper row of Fig. 13. The type-I samples will be discussed in
Sec. IV. The PD of the (Xz1-hh1! PL is close to the calcu-
lated values for the (G1-hh1! transition with 0-ML APC
~solid lines in Fig. 13!. Since the anisotropy arises from the
hh1 subband, the calculated value for the (G1-hh1! transition
is also applicable to the (Xz1-hh1! transition. This is verified
by the comparable PD of the PL and PLE in the~6/4! sample
~Fig. 12!.

In Fig. 14 we compare the PL PD of the type-II SL’s with
the calculated PD for 0-, 2, and 6-ML APC. The experimen-
tal data agree well with the calculation for 0 ML, while the
calculation for 6-ML APC deviates significantly. When ac-
counting for the uncertainties in the calculated values due to
the approximations used, we cannot discard the 2-ML result
from being in reasonable agreement with experiment.

These results indicate that a 6-ML APC is not present
in our samples.29 On the other hand, there is evidence for
an interface corrugation with a period of 3.2 nm along the
@11̄0# direction inside these SL’s by Raman
experiments,21,22,28consistent with the RHEED image of the
surface in@332̄# incidence during the growth.13 The interface
corrugation within the SL’s is thus most likely given by the
surface reconstruction of~113! GaAs proposed by Wasser-
meieret al.,25,26 showing only 2-ML corrugation height.

IV. LOCALIZED STATES

We show in this section that the strongly anisotropic
properties of the conductivity14 and the PL~Ref. 23! are
most likely not due to the interface corrugation itself, but can
be explained by an anisotropic interface disorder, developing
in the presence of the interface corrugation. The anisotropy
in the disorder is evident in STM images of the~113! GaAs

FIG. 11. Optical thicknessad and its PDp calculated from the
transmission of a~113!-grown ~8/8! SL at 5-K lattice temperature.
~a! Optical thickness for@332̄#-polarized light~solid line! together
with the calculated optical thickness for 0-ML APC~dotted line!.
~b! PD of the absorption~solid curve! together with the calculated
PD for 0-ML ~dashed curve! and 6-ML ~dotted curve! APC.

FIG. 12. PL, corrected PLE, and the corresponding PD of a
~113!-grown ~6/4! SL at 5-K lattice temperature.~a! Unpolarized
PL, corrected PLE~solid curves!, and calculated absorption for
0-ML APC ~dashed curve!. ~b! PD of PL and corrected PLE~solid
curves! together with the calculated PD for 0-ML~dashed curve!
and 6-ML ~dotted curve! APC.
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surface.25 It leads to the formation of extended anisotropic
potential minima, which are able to localize the band edge
electronic states63 even with an interface roughness of only 2
ML . This roughness is actually present at the interfaces, as
is estimated from the inhomogeneous width of the type-I PL.
The reason for the anisotropic disorder is given by the sur-
face modulation along the@11̄0# direction.25 This modulation
allows us to introduce disorder along the@11̄0# direction just
by a change of the monolayer step succession, while along
the @332̄# direction additional steps have to be formed, which
obviously involves a larger creation energy.

The PL and PLE spectra of the type-II samples~9/10!,
~8/8!, and~13/10b! at 5 K are displayed in Fig. 15 to discuss

the change of the PL properties when approaching the type-I
to type-II crossover from the type-II side. The PL from the
type-II samples ~9/10! and ~8/8! is dominated by the
(Xz1-hh1! transition and its phonon replica involving the
GaAs and AlAs optical phonon. The relative strength of the

FIG. 13. PL~solid curves! and its PD~dotted curves! of several~113!-grown GaAs/AlAs SL’s. The PD is given by intensity relation
p5(I [332̄]2I [1 1̄0])/(I [332̄]1I [1 1̄0]). Excitation at 2.24 eV with 10 mW/cm2 at 5-K lattice temperature. The sample labels are given~Table
I!. The corresponding calculated PD for 0-ML~solid horizontal lines! and 6-ML APC~dashed horizontal lines! are shown for comparison.

FIG. 14. Comparison between the PD of the PL~bars! and the
calculated PD of the (G1-hh1! transition in symmetric SL’s with
0-ML ~solid curve!, 2-ML ~dashed curve!, and 6-ML~dotted curve!
APC as function of the period length. The length of the bars give
the range of the experimentally measured PD.

FIG. 15. PL ~solid curve! and PLE~dotted curve! of samples
~13/10b!, ~9/10!, and ~8/8! at 5-K lattice temperature and 1 mW/
cm2 excitation intensity. The transitions are labeled. Sample~9/10!
shows two different period lengths incorporated by disorder along
the growth direction.
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phonon replica decreases with decreasingG1-Xz1 separation
due to the stronger mixing between theG1 andXz1 subband.
The PLE spectra of these two samples show exponential
wings below the (G1-hh1! transition due to localized states
of this transition. In the~9/10! sample, the corresponding
relative density of states can be extrapolated to be about
1025 at the (Xz1-hh1! transition energy. This is lower than
the relative oscillator strength of the (Xz1-hh1! transition
compared to the (G1-hh1! transition, amounting to about
1023, as determined by the PL decay times. Thus the PL of
the localized states is not dominant in this sample at low
temperatures. In the~8/8! sample, the density of the localized
(G1-hh1! states at the (Xz1-hh1! energy is about 10

23 of the
density of the extended (G1-hh1! states. Here the PL from
the localized states can make a significant contribution to the
PL. The sample~13/10b! is near the type-I to type-II cross-
over. The PL is dominated by the localized (G1-hh1! states
below the (Xz1-hh1! band edge due to their stronger radia-
tive decay. Taken together, the three samples show the in-
creasing contribution of the localized (G1-hh1! transitions to
the PL with decreasingG1-Xz1 separation.

The localized type-I and type-II transitions show a differ-
ent PD due to their different localization sites. We will dis-
cuss now how the interface disorder leads to the formation of
anisotropically localized type-I transitions with an enhanced
PD, while the localized type-II transitions show no signifi-
cant PD enhancement. The localized (Xz1–hh1! states are
sensitive both to the GaAs and AlAs layer thickness fluctua-
tions and are thus not predominantly situated at deeply local-
ized hh1 states,64 as is the case for the localized type-I
(G1-hh1! states. As the hh1 states determine the polarization
properties of the transition, the PD of the (Xz1-hh1! transi-
tions is not expected to be affected much by the localization,
whereas the PD of the (G1-hh1! transitions is enhanced by
the anisotropic shape of the deeply localized hh1 states. Ad-
ditionally, the (Xz1-hh1! transition gains its dipole oscillator
strength from the mixing of the Xz1 states with theG1 states
due to interface roughness or phonons, predominantly evolv-
ing delocalizedG1 states due to their large density of states.

The variation of the PD of the PL over the photon energy
in the type-II samples increases when approaching the type-I
to type-II transition~Fig. 14!, which takes place at about
7 nm period length@Fig. 8#. This variation is a signature of
the enhanced PD of localized (G1-hh1! states, visible at pho-
ton energies of weak (Xz1-hh1! PL. The enhancement is es-
pecially pronounced between the zero-phonon energy and
the first phonon replica@see, e.g., samples~9/10! and~10/10!
in Fig. 13#.

The enhanced PD is also present in the PL of the type-I
samples@~8/4!, ~10/5!, and~14/5! in Fig. 13#, which is domi-
nated by localized (G1-hh1! states. Here it shows a maxi-
mum approximately at the same photon energy as the PL
intensity. The absolute value of the PD maximum is not sig-
nificantly correlated with the enhancement by a 6-ML APC
~dashed lines!, and is thus unlikely to originate from a larger
corrugation height.

A. Exciton relaxation scheme

To describe the PL line shape and its dynamics in type-II
SL’s consistently, we propose the exciton relaxation and re-

combination scheme shown in Fig. 16. After the excitation of
the electron-hole pairs via the (G1-hh1! transition, they relax
by the emission of optical and acoustical phonons within
some picoseconds to the band edge of the (Xz1-hh1! excitons
due to the large density of states of theXz1 subband. The
involved scattering processes transfer the electrons from the
G1 to theXz1 subband. The subsequent relaxation dynamics
depends strongly on the lattice temperature, the excitation
density, and the (G1-Xz1! energy splitting. The (G1-hh1!
excitons possess a short radiative recombination time of
some 100 ps and a large inhomogeneous width, while the
(Xz1-hh1! excitons feature a long radiative lifetime of some
microseconds and about a three times smaller inhomoge-
neous width. Thus the (Xz1-hh1! excitons are more mobile
than the (G1–hh1! excitons. This leads, for the (Xz1–hh1!
excitons, to a concurrence between their weak radiative re-
combination and the real-space transport to localized
(G1-hh1! states, acting as radiative traps. The transport de-
pends strongly on the temperature and the carrier density,
while the radiative recombination rate is nearly independent
of these quantities. The required transport length is given by
the density of localized (G1-hh1! states energetically below
the (Xz1-hh1! states, which is strongly dependent on the
(G1-Xz1! energy splitting. We will demonstrate that the lat-
ter states can be addressed asG quantum boxes~QB’s! due
to their low density and thus large spatial separation.

B. Samples near the type-II to type-I crossover

In type-II samples near the type-II to type-I crossover, the
low-temperature PL is dominated by the localized (G1-hh1!
states@see, e.g., samples~13/10a! and ~13/10b! in Fig. 13#.
Here, the transport to the QB’s is possible even at low lattice
temperatures due to the high density of QB’s, leading to a
predominant QB PL with a high-energy cutoff at the
(Xz1-hh1! transition energy. This results in a sharp high en-
ergy edge of the PL of the samples. This edge coincides with
a dip in the PD and is located at the (Xz1-hh1! transition
energy, as determined by the phonon replica positions. The

FIG. 16. Relaxation scheme of optically excited electron-hole
pairs into theG quantum boxes, involving the (Xz1-hh1! excitons as
transport states.
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phonon replicas also show up in the PD as dips, correspond-
ing to their lower PD compared to the QB’s. In the~13/10b!
sample, the (G1-hh1! transition energy is slightly larger than
the (Xz1-hh1! transition~Fig. 15!. In this case, only the ex-
ponential tail of the localized (G1-hh1! states is situated be-
low the (Xz1-hh1! transition energy, leading to an exponen-
tially decreasing low-energy wing of the PL.

To investigate the influence of higher exciton mobility on
the PL, we measured the temperature dependence of the PL
and its PD for the~13/10a! sample~Fig. 17!. At low tem-
peratures, the (Xz1-hh1! excitons are localized and relax to
QB’s in their surrounding by phonon-assisted tunneling, as
already discussed, giving rise to the sharp high-energy edge
of the PL. With increasing temperature, the PL shifts to
smaller energies and the high-energy edge broadens. This
can be explained by the increasing mobility of the
(Xz1-hh1! excitons due to multiple-trapping processes, al-
lowing for access of a larger spatial area. This results in a
trapping rate into the QB’s given by the QB density of states
and the acoustic phonon-assisted trapping efficiency, which
is roughly proportional to the third power of the phonon
energy. The result is a redshift and a broadening of the high-
energy wing of the PL. Additionally, excitons in QB’s with a
small energy separation to the (Xz1-hh1! states are detrapped
by phonon absorption and their PL is quenched. Simulta-
neously with the change of the PL line shape, the PD is
reduced gradually to the value calculated for the extended
states@Fig. 17~a!#. This implies that the QB’s, which are
excited by the relaxation from localized (Xz1-hh1! states,
exhibit an enhanced PD compared to the mean PD of the
QB’s. The origin of this selectivity is unclear, but might be
related to the microscopic arrangement of the localized
(Xz1-hh1! states and the QB’s. With increasing temperature,
only strongly localized (Xz1-hh1! states remain occupied,
leading to the observed redshift of the enhanced PD onset.

C. Samples with strong type-II character

In samples with a (G1-Xz1! splitting larger than the
(G1-hh1! inhomogeneous width@see, e.g., samples~6/4!, ~7/
5!, ~8/8!, ~9/10!, and~10/10! in Fig. 13#, the low-temperature
PL is dominated by the (Xz1-hh1! transition and its phonon
replicas. Here the trapping of the (Xz1-hh1! excitons by the
QB’s is less efficient due to the small QB density. Only a
few of the localized (Xz1-hh1! excitons are situated in the
vicinity of a QB. These excitons are trapped into the QB, and
recombine subsequently exhibiting the short radiative life-
time of the QB’s. The remaining majority of localized
(Xz1-hh1! excitons recombine with a long indirect type-II
lifetime of a few microseconds. This leads to the dominant
(Xz1-hh1! transition in the PL.

The short-lived QB and long-lived (Xz1-hh1! contribution
to the PL can be separated by time resolution, as shown in
Fig. 18 for sample~8/8!. At low excitation density and lattice
temperature@Figs. 18~a! and 18~b!#, the (Xz1-hh1! exciton
PL shows a lifetime of more than 100 ns due to its localiza-
tion and weak radiative decay. Conversely, the lifetime of
the QB PL is less than 200 ps due to its type-I character. The
evidence of the QB PL in this sample is in agreement with
the PD enhancement in the time-integrated PL in between
the type-II PL~Fig. 13!. At higher temperatures@Figs. 18~c!
and 18~d!#, the PL of the localized (Xz1-hh1! excitons and of
the QB’s decay parallel with a decay time of some 10 ns.
This is due to the temperature induced mobility within the
(Xz1-hh1! states by multiple hopping, leading to a QB PL
proportional to the (Xz1-hh1! exciton density. Here the life-
time in the QB’s is smaller than the transport time to the
QB’s, which is again smaller than the decay time of the
exciton density. Thus the decay of the QB PL is mainly
controlled by the decay of the (Xz1-hh1! exciton density via
the QB’s and nonradiative traps.65

FIG. 17. PD~a! of the PL~b! of the ~13/10a! sample for several
lattice temperatures, as indicated. The arrows in~a! indicate the
calculated values of 0.091, 0.095, and 0.127 for 0, 2, and 6-ML
APC, respectively.

FIG. 18. Time-resolved PL of the~8/8! sample after excitation
with 50-ps/2.46-eV pulses.~a!, ~c!, and~e! are spectrally resolved at
various times, as given.~b!, ~d!, and~f! are time-resolved intensities
of the QB PL~solid lines! and (Xz1-hh1! PL ~dotted lines!. Excita-
tion intensities and lattice temperatures are given.
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A similar case evolves at higher excitation densities@Figs.
18~e! and ~f!# of about 131012/cm2. At this density, the
localized (Xz1-hh1! exciton states are occupied, and the mo-
bile delocalized (Xz1-hh1! excitons are trapped by the QB’s.
This density dependence of the (Xz1-hh1! exciton mobility is
also visible in the time-integrated PL under cw excitation,
shown in Fig. 19~a!. With increasing excitation intensity, the
(Xz1-hh1! PL shifts to higher energies due to the occupation
of localized states. At about 20 W/cm2, the (Xz1-hh1! PL
intensity and its shift saturates, and the QB PL appears on
the low energy wing. The PL efficiency@Fig. 19~b!# starts to
decrease at even higher excitation intensities of about
100 W/cm2, indicating that the mobility is high enough to
reach the sparsely distributed nonradiative recombination
sites.65 This implies that the QB PL is saturated, in agree-
ment with the experimental data@dots in Fig. 19b#. The ob-
served intensity dependence of the PL was previously attrib-
uted to the formation of electron-hole droplets.66,67However,
the formation dynamics and the temperature dependence of
the PL do not support this interpretation.

The influence of the increasing (Xz1-hh1! exciton mobil-
ity with increasing temperatures on the PL and its PD in the
type-II sample~9/10! is displayed in Fig. 20. At low tem-
peratures, the PL is dominated by the (Xz1-hh1! transition.
With increasing temperature, the delocalization of the
(Xz1-hh1! excitons by phonon absorption leads to an in-
crease of the QB PL intensity. This relaxation channel of the
(Xz1-hh1! excitons becomes dominant over their weak radia-
tive recombination at 15 K in spite of the small density of the
QB’s, leading to a prevailing QB PL at 25 K lattice tempera-
ture. This attribution is confirmed by the vanishing intensity

of the phonon replicas. The simultaneous reduction of the
total PL intensity indicates the enhanced trapping of excitons
also by nonradiative defects65. The PL of the QB’s is red-
shifted in comparison to the (Xz1–hh1! zero-phonon transi-
tion, and shows an exponential low energy tail with an slope
comparable to the tail in the PLE~compare Fig. 15!. This PL
shape can be explained by the same underlying mechanisms
as previously described for the~13/10! sample. In this case,
however, the PD increases with temperature, because the
low-temperature PD of the PL is governed here by the PD of
the (Xz1-hh1! states, which is smaller than the PD of the
QB’s.

D. Spatially isolated quantum boxes

To further strengthen our assumption that the QB PL is
due to a low density of isolated, deeply localized (G1-hh1!
states, we have measured the PL of sample~9/10! under high
spectral and spatial resolution~Fig. 21!. Under these condi-
tions, the emission lines of isolated QB’s can be observed
individually, showing a spectral width smaller than the in-
strumental resolution of 0.2 meV. The density of the QB’s is
estimated from the detection radius and the number of lines
to be 107/cm2 per SL period. This density is about five orders
of magnitude smaller than the band-to-band density of states,
in agreement with the value extrapolated from the exponen-
tial low energy tail of the PLE spectrum@Fig. 15#. The actual
energy positions of the PL lines vary statistically while
changing the detection position@Fig. 21~b!#. This confirms
that the PL lines originate from isolated localized states with
a spatially different localization energy. The temperature de-
pendence of the normalized PL spectra is shown in Fig.
21~c!. The QB lines appear with increasing temperature, to-
gether with the change of the PL line shape. At temperatures
higher than 20 K, the excitons in QB’s slightly below the
(Xz1-hh1! states energy become activated, leading to a

FIG. 19. Time-integrated PL of the~8/8! sample at a excitation
at 1.95 eV and a lattice temperature of 2 K.~a! Spectrally resolved,
normalized PL for various excitation intensitiesI excas indicated.~b!
excitation intensity dependence of the PL intensity (Xz1-hh1! exci-
tons ~triangulars! and QB’s~dots!. The dotted line indicates a con-
stant PL efficiency.

FIG. 20. PD~a! of the PL~b! of sample~9/10! for several lattice
temperatures, as indicated. The arrows in~a! indicate the calculated
PD’s of 0.117 and 0.2 for 0- and 6-ML APC, respectively.
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reduction of the PL intensity~Fig. 20! and a redshift of the
PL maximum, as discussed previously.

To obtain information about the shape of the QB’s, we
analyze their optical anisotropy, which is due to the modified
valence-band mixing in the localized hh1 states of an aniso-
tropic geometrical extension. We compare their experimental
PL photon energy and PD with the calculated properties of
GaAs quantum wires aligned parallel to the corrugation
channels.63 This structure model does not exactly reproduce
the real shape of the QB’s, but gives a reasonable approach
to their geometrical properties. By the application of a wire
model, the size of the QB’s along the@332̄# direction is as-

sumed to be large compared to the size in the other two
directions@113# and@11̄0#, which is justified by the shape of
the interface disorder.25

In this model,63 the experimental transition energy and PD
of QB’s in samples~13/10a! and ~9/10! are met by GaAs
quantum wires with a thickness of 3.5 nm~4.4 nm! and a
width of 10 nm, respectively. This equals a width of three
corrugation periods and an additional GaAs thickness of
1.0 nm ~0.7 nm!, equivalent to about 4~3! times the corru-
gation height, respectively. This shape is likely to occur in
the SL with a 2-ML interface fluctuation.25

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we have shown that the interface corrugation
in ~113!-grown GaAs/AlAs SL’s does not lead to a quantum-
wire-like density of states of the lowest conduction and va-
lence subbands, which was claimed to be the reason of sev-
eral experimental findings such as the anisotropic
conductivity,14 the enhanced exciton binding energy,13,23and
the reduced exciton-exciton scattering.68 The comparison of
the optical anisotropy of the extended states with the calcu-
lation gives an upper limit of 2 ML for the corrugation height
present in our samples, in agreement with the surface recon-
struction proposed by Wassermeieret al.25 and Raman
experiments.28 The strongly anisotropic properties in the
conductivity and in the optical properties of the PL in these
SL’s are most likely due to the anisotropic interface disorder,
which is developing in the presence of the interface corruga-
tion. This gives rise to anisotropically localized electronic
states at the band edges. We have demonstrated the existence
of deeply localized, anisotropic quantum boxes in these
SL’s, which show very narrow emission lines with an en-
hanced optical anisotropy. The shape of these quantum boxes
of the type-I transition is estimated using a quantum-wire
model to be about three corrugation periods in width and 4
ML in additional height.
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